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Moda All-Stars - Mini Marvels
Since 2001, Gigposters.com has been the Internet's
first and best resource for rock-show poster art; their
massive online database showcases more than
90,000 posters from 7,000 different designers,
including all of today's top poster studios.
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Fresh Fat-Quarter Quilts
Snoopy is no ordinary beagle! Throughout the years,
he has adopted many personas, each unique and full
of personality. As Joe Cool, he's aloof, unflappable,
above the fray, the hip dog we'd all like to be. As the
World War I Flying Ace, he engages in aerial combat
with the notorious Red Baron. Snoopy has adopted
various guises, and pretended to be all sorts of
different animals . . . and people. The Many Faces of
Snoopy celebrates eight of Snoopy's most popular
alter egos, along with quotes from Snoopy himself.

Thomas Kinkade - The Disney Dreams
Collection 2018
Learn how to sit, stay, and roll over with this fully
illustrated, “delightful” guide to yoga starring man’s
best friend (Shutterbug magazine). Inspired by a
friend’s mastiff who would imitate his master’s
morning yoga routine, photographer Dan Borris
created Yoga Dogs, a full-color collection of forty-five
different dogs and puppies doing human yoga poses.
Don’t worry: No animals were harmed during the
making of these images; their extreme flexibility is
the result of clever digital trickery. The curious,
humorous, and distinctly original pictures are paired
with useful information about the poses, as well as
some funny canine meditations. “A fresh and highly
entertaining visual treat,” Yoga Dogs is perfect for
any yogi of the two or four-legged variety (Shutterbug
magazine).
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Yoga Dogs
Happy Flower Quilts is the most colorful and cheerful
collection of quilted projects around. Originally
published in Japan, this book showcases master
quilter and fabric designer Atsuko Matsuyama's
unique ability to combine bright colors and fun prints.
Packed with over 30 projects, quilters will be inspired
to create colorful and print rich quilts, bags and more.
Step-by-step instructions are included for all projects.

Pretty Handmades
'Fresh Cut' Quilt Pattern Book by Sue Spargo

Blue & White Quilts
Love Inspired brings you three new titles! Enjoy these
uplifting contemporary romances of faith, forgiveness
and hope. AN AMISH REUNION Amish Hearts Jo Ann
Brown Hannah Lambright is shocked to learn she has
a baby sister. With no experience raising children, she
turns to past love Daniel Stoltzfus for aid.As they grow
close, Hannah realizes that if she can trust Daniel not
to break her heart again, she may finally get her wish:
having a family. APPLE ORCHARD BRIDE Goose
Harbor Jessica Keller When he’s given custody of his
cousin’s child, Toby Holcomb moves back to his
hometown to start anew as a dad. Working side by
side with Jenna Crest on her father’s orchard, Toby
begins to realize that his life’s happiness may depend
on a friend from his past. ROCKY MOUNTAIN COWBOY
Tina Radcliffe Joe Gallagher is surprised to find the
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woman who abandoned him is back in Paradise,
Colorado, to be his physical therapist. Single mom
Rebecca Simpson knows she hurt the handsome
cowboy all those years ago, but if she can earn his
trust this could be their chance at forever.

Harlequin Love Inspired January
2017-Box Set 2 of 2
Greet each season with beloved designer Pat Sloan
leading the way! Pat's clear instructions and
encouraging "You can do it!" attitude make this
collection of seasonal projects a snap to create.
Choose from 14 simple patchwork and applique
projects for: -- Spring: stitch a bouquet of scrap-happy
tulips -- Summer: make a pillow in sky blues and
sunny yellows -- Fall: harvest a fun pumpkin wall quilt
-- Winter: get cozy with a Nordic-style snowflake quilt
Each season offers something special to
celebrate--and Pat's easy-to-make projects will help
you to welcome each turn of the calendar page. She'll
be cheering you on every step of the way!

Do Your Happy Dance!
Revised and expanded edition of Susan Branch's first
illustrated cookbook published in 1986.

Goddess of the Last Minute
Journey into a land of fairy tales as you sew unicorns,
dragons, mermaids, and their friends! Mary Hertel's
beloved paper-pieced blocks are simple to sew. With
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sixteen mix-and-match blocks, you'll unlock the power
of imagination in your quilting. Combine the blocks to
create seven cute and useful projects ranging from
quilts and pillows to a drawstring backpack. With
clever patterns and clear instructions, this collection
will make you feel like a paper-piecing wizard.

Patches of Blue
A funny thing happened on the way to the quilt show.
. . . So the story invariably goes, because, where
Robbi Joy Eklow (a.k.a. The Goddess of the Last
Minute) goes, something funny is bound to happen--or
simply to occur to her. As colorful and surprising as
the quilts Robbi is famous for, the stories and
reflections gathered here create an irresistible picture
of an irrepressible character quilting and quipping her
way through life. Filled with the kind of gems that
have made her Quilting Arts Magazine column so
popular, this book includes Robbi’s musings on
creativity and color, as well as on the trials and
tribulations that every quilter faces. The Goddess of
the Last Minute invites readers to take a wry look at
those trials--and, with Robbi’s wit and insight, turn
them into the sort of crazy quilt that warms and
brightens daily life. The story of how she became a
Goddess, anecdotes of life on the road, encounters
with fellow quilters: these and other often hilarious
tales of a not-quite-charmed life make this quilter’s
compendium a delightful patchwork to contemplate,
and to treasure.

Happy Flower Quilts
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Known for their exciting use of color in quick and easy
quilts, sisters Barbara Groves and Mary Jacobson
present a value-packed collection of popular projects.
Select from 12 strikingly simple quilts and recharge
your creative batteries Discover skill-building projects
that move from squares and strips to designs
featuring stitch-and-flip corners, half-square triangles,
pinwheels, a Rail Fence layout, and more Enjoy
patterns that are just right for quilt retreats and makein-a weekend gifts

Stitched Sewing Organizers
More than 28,000 quilters have sewn along with the
Splendid Sampler community online. Now Pat Sloan
and Jane Davidson return with 100 all-new block
patterns to inspire quilters all over the world, all over
again! Choose blocks designed by Pat and Jane plus
superstar quilters Lissa Alexander, Carrie Nelson,
Jenny Doan, Susan Ache, Betsy Chutchian, and many
more. Blocks made with patchwork, applique,
embroidery, and paper piecing provide plenty of
opportunities to try new techniques. You'll discover
fun ideas for arranging your blocks in a gallery of
sampler quilts. Share your progress online and
experience the joys of quilting with this "Splendid"
community of quilters!

Gig Posters Volume 2
Bring a bit of country to your modern quilts! The
mother-daughter duo of Jo Kramer and Kelli Hanken
brings modern quilting to the country with these 11
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updated quilts. Included are a quilt for a modern-day
patriot, a vintage modern design and an Amishinspired quilt. There is something here for every taste
_ country or city. These fresh Country Girl Modern
designs were inspired by country air, traditional roots
and modern fun.

Civil War Legacies
Encouraging crafters of all skill levels on their creative
journey, this book contains felt and patchwork sewing
projects with step-by-step illustrations and easy to
follow instructions. The designs are quick and fun to
make and with such a wide range of well-designed
projects and techniques, there is something for
everyone. From patchwork, quilting, and hand
embroidery to English paper piecing and sewing with
felt, readers can learn new skills or be challenged to
try different techniques to create something very
special. These pretty projects will inspire creativity
and warm the heart.

Crusoe, the Celebrity Dachshund
Celebrate and use your sewing skills with Aneela
Hoey's 15 stylish yet functional patterns for a wide
variety of sewing organizers. Designed to work
together, many of the smaller projects fit into larger
ones and can be made into a coordinating set.
Showcase trendy fat quarters and half-yards or use up
scraps of your favorite fabric as you make cute
containers for yourself, to give to your friends, or to
bring to swaps!
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Gig Posters
Supergirl: The Secret Files of Kara
Danvers
Explore new options in improvisational piecing and
empower your creativity! Cut and combine solid-color
fabrics to create your own “prints”—stripes, polka
dots, chevrons, plaids, and more. Forget the rules
(and even your ruler) as you piece colorful solids into
compelling quilt designs. Use color, pattern, and
repetition to develop your personal design aesthetic
as you stitch freely to create unique quilts that pack a
punch!

Heart of the Home
Every quilter has a bucket list: extraordinary quilts
they dream of making someday. Now two stars of the
quilting world share the "Sunday best" quilts they've
always wanted to create! Together the authors chose
six different themes--star, scrappy, red-and-white,
Christmas, pineapple, and Courthouse Steps
quilts--and then challenged one another to each
design a quilt in her own signature style. The result is
a dozen spectacular quilts, along with personalitypacked Q&As and commentary from both
designers--plus a fun and easy way for quilters to
cross off the quilts on their bucket lists!

Sew Illustrated - 35 Charming Fabric &
Thread Designs Page 8/20
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Written for quilters of all skill levels, this easy-to-use
guide features step-by-step directions for making 16
inspiring designs with 8 basic blocks and techniques,
from Nine Patches and Pinwheels to applique and
paper piecing. You'll also find chapters on quiltmaking
basics and finishing techniques as well as tips
throughout on working with precuts, sewing on the
bias, and adding a personalized touch to a finishing
piece.

Quilting on the Go: English Paper Piecing
How many fat quarters does it take to make a quilt?
6, 8, 10, 12, or 14--the choice is yours! America's
favorite fabric cut gets a fun makeover in a dozen allnew patterns from popular blogger Andy Knowlton. In
her happy color palette, Andy shares easy-to-sew
quilts that will inspire you to break into your bundles,
unfold your singles, or even cut yardage into 18" x
22" chunks of fabric to re-create these cheerful
designs. Stars, pinwheels, arrows, and Churn Dashes
are just a few of the classic motifs that get Andy's
fresh fat-quarter treatment. No more excuses and no
time to lose--you'll love reducing and restocking your
stash to make these fat-quarter friendly projects.

Sunday Best Quilts
What?! You've never heard of Crusoe the celebrity
dachshund?! You must be living under a rock! Or at
least that's what Crusoe thinks. He's the selfproclaimed "wiener dog who thinks he's more of a
celebrity than he really is" (until now!). Crusoe is the
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star of his wildly popular blog of the same name,
winner of the 2013 AND 2014 Best Pet Blog Award.
That's right two years in a row! Because Crusoe is a
talented and ridiculously photogenic miniature
dachshund with a big personality, stunning fashion
sense, and an insatiable penchant for whimsy.
Perhaps you know him better by his infamous alter
ego, BATDOG? We thought so. This is Crusoe's New
York Times bestselling book debut and he's so excited
to share it with all of his adoring fans. Now everyone
can stare lovingly into his big brown eyes and admire
his wit and many costumes any time they choose.
Crusoe is certain that his book will make the perfect
gift for dog-lovers of all ages. He wants to be
accessible to his fans so you can really get to know
the mutt behind the mask, the pooch behind that
signature sexy pout; the pup with a heart of gold.
Can't miss Crusoe Features in the Book: The
adventures of BATDOG and Robin Cooking with
Crusoe Dr. Crusoe, the Dentist, and Malpractice
International travels with the worldliest of adventure
dogs Partners in crime with Crusoe and twin brother
Oakley

Landscape Quilts
While patrolling his territory, Simon’s Cat dips into the
lives of the many dogs in his neighbourhood,
including crazy poodles, a lovestruck bulldog and a
pack of mischievous puppies. With characteristic style
and wit, Simon Tofield’s brilliantly observed
illustrations capture the comical capers of different
dog breeds, and some a-meow-sing encounters with
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their feline counterparts.

Improv Patchwork
This book will guide crafters through all the steps of
English Paper Piecing, starting with the basics.
Readers will work their way through the humble
hexagon, stars, curves, and more. The author shares
her tips, techniques, and her preferred products to
help quilters achieve great results and identify what
to look for when choosing fabrics to fussy cut. The
book has a range of patterns from simple smaller
projects through to baby and full-sized quilts, offering
something for all levels of experience.

Pat Sloan's Celebrate the Seasons
Strangers don't come to Storybrooke. The town's
residents are victims of a curse--trapped by an Evil
Queen in a world without magic, they don't remember
that they were once Snow White, Prince Charming,
Jiminy Cricket, and other characters from a fairytale
world. The curse keeps them in Storybrooke, and
keeps everyone else outuntil a dark stranger with a
typewriter arrives on a motorcycle. August, the
mysterious newcomer, claims to be in Storybrooke
because, as a writer, the town inspires him. As the
other characters discover, though, he knows more
about fairytales than he lets on. With one foot in the
nonmagical world, one foot in fairytale land, and both
hands on a typewriter, August is the perfect narrator
to tell fans the story of ONCE UPON A TIME's first
season and ready them for a surprise in the next.
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Free-Motion Mastery in a Month
Step back in time with 15 favorite patchwork-quilt
patterns from the Civil War Legacies collection by
Carol Hopkins. Each pattern design features classic
blocks evocative of the era, beautifully showcasing
today's reproduction quilt fabrics. Wonderfully
scrappy, small quilt patterns in sizes perfect for wall
hangings and doll quilts Simple, step-by-step
instructions with clear diagrams and pressing
directions Value-packed collection with something for
every skill level

Country Girl Modern
Making gorgeous landscape quilts is easy with these
step-by-step instructions.

Patchwork USA
Supergirl is one of the top-rated TV series with
millions of viewers each week. This in-depth, full-color
guide to the TV series offers detailed profiles on
characters and super powers, a heroes and villains
gallery, episode guide, and more. Includes all of the
action through Season 3 of the hit show! Fans of all
ages will soar to get their hands on this ultimate
guide to Supergirl!

Tula Pink Coloring with Thread
Crisp, calm, and captivating--experience the magic of
blue & white! From the editors of the best seller Red
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& White Quilts comes a fresh take on another
timeless color combination. Thirteen dreamy quilts
from famed designers and collectors include a mix of
exciting new designs and sentimental favorites, and
three antique treasures to remake using today's
fabrics and techniques. From traditional Nine Patch
and Album quilts to the pinnacle of patchwork, Tree of
Life, enjoy spectacular blue & white quilts from: Lissa
Alexander . Lisa Bongean . Julie Hendricksen . Sherri
McConnell . Camille Roskelley . Laurie Simpson .
Helen Stubbings . Debbie Roberts . Jill Shaulis . Nancy
Mahoney . Paula Barnes and Mary Ellen Robison You'll
be captivated by the creations that come from this
humble two-color palette, as quilters have been for
generations. It's an eternal classic that never goes out
of style.

Weekend Quilting
Dream big, try your best, then do your happy dance
with Snoopy and the Peanuts gang in this uplifting
story that’s perfect for gift-giving! You tried your best,
you gave it your all, you went for that kick…when you
knew you might fall! You never lost hope, you always
aimed high, you kept your eyes set on that hint of
blue sky. So take a deep breath, then jump at the
chance: This day is your day…and this dance is your
dance! It’s not always easy to achieve your dreams,
study for a test, or score a goal: just ask the Peanuts.
But Charlie Brown tries again and again to kick that
football and Snoopy never stops believing his
doghouse will take flight. Whether you fall or fly, win
or lose, if you’ve tried your best…do a happy dance!
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Having a can-do attitude, working hard, and refusing
to give up—even if someone calls you a blockhead—is
the biggest accomplishment of all! This special story
is the perfect gift for graduates of all ages—and for
anyone who needs a little inspiration to put on their
dancing shoes! © 2016 Peanuts Worldwide LLC

Sunday Morning Quilts
Use free-motion stitching and applique to embellish
charming handmade gifts! Make and share 16 small
projects in the popular Zakka design style,
embellished with any of 35 adorable sketches printed
on iron-on transfer paper.

Many Faces of Snoopy
Fresh and inviting. Restful and relaxing. Simple, yet
elegant. No matter how you think of the classic
combination of blue and white, this collection of
breathtaking quilts is sure to capture your
imagination. Acclaimed author and designer Edyta
Sitar of Laundry Basket Quilts shares dozens of
antique quilts in a gallery of inspiring photos and
follows with patterns for 17 gorgeous quilt designs.
Mixed in with the stunning array of quilts and patterns
are photographs taken in and around Edyta's home in
southern California. Take a journey with Edyta as she
embraces her fresh start in a new location, exploring
the beauty surrounding her. Her signature style is
artfully reflected in classic blue-and-white quilts.
Edyta's favorite color is blue. With this book in hand,
there's a good chance your favorite color might
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become blue, too.

Simon's Cat: It's a Dog's Life
A collection of modern quilting projects you can
create with scraps. Are scrap piles wreaking havoc in
your sewing space? Not sure what to do with all those
tiny bits of gorgeous prints you hate to part with?
Modern quilters Amanda Jean Nyberg and Cheryl
Arkison share a passion for scraps, and they’re here
to help you get creative with 16 scrappy quilt projects
that include piecing, appliqué, and improvisational
work. This book has ideas on how to adapt patterns
for your own personal “Sunday morning” style, plus
tips for effectively cutting, storing, and organizing
your scraps. Your Sunday mornings just got a whole
lot cozier! “Sunday Morning Quilts shows you how to
use every last scrap of treasured fabric in your
collection…The book champions the original ethos
behind patchwork—make do and mend…The quilts
are bold, bright and clean, and the co-authors actively
encourage you to be creative and to come up with
your own designs.”—Popular Patchwork Magazine

A Quilting Life
Think beyond the quilt! Sew classic blocks into
beautiful quilts; then feature the same block (often in
a different size) in a variety of pretty accents and
accessories. Choose from 16 captivating patterns,
including: sunny mini-quilt * decorative throw *
Dresden-inspired wall quilt * Flying Geese baby quilt *
happy tote * trio of pincushions * circular purse *
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petite zippered pouch Packed with tips for those who
are new to sewing dimensional items, this collection
will inspire you to discover what your pair of hands
can create.

Reawakened
Bring the handmade tradition home with these
charming quilts and home accessories. Inspired by a
grandmother who loved to sew for her family, quilter
and blogger Sherri McConnell gives traditional
patterns like hexagons, stars, snowballs, and Dresden
Plates a new look featuring fabrics by some of today’s
most popular designers. 19 cozy projects include
pillows, tote bags, table runners, and larger
quilts—quick and easy designs that make great gifts.

Fresh Cut
Readers gave the first Gig Posters anthology a
standing ovation—so for your viewing pleasure, here’s
one heck of an encore: 700 more incredible posters
from the archives of GigPosters.com, the Internet’s
premier destination for concert poster art. It’s a mad
jam of illustration and photography, collage and
typography, bringing the contemporary music scene
to exciting visual life for a generation of fans who’ve
grown up in the post-album-art era. Gig Posters
Volume 2 showcases bold artistic riffing by a hundred
of today’s most talented designers, including David V.
D’Andrea, Peter Cardoso, Graham Pilling, Tyler Stout,
Marq Spusta, and Nashville’s legendary Hatch Show
Print. You’ll peek inside their portfolios and hear the
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backstage stories of how these incredible art-andmusic creations came to be. You’ll also find 101
perforated and ready-to-frame posters promoting the
most dynamic musical acts of the twenty-first
century, from the Black Keys, Flight of the Conchords,
Ice-T, and My Morning Jacket to Norah Jones, the Avett
Brothers, Coheed & Cambria, and many, many more.
It’s an awesome compendium of pop-art-history in the
making—and it’s also just what the walls of your
apartment or office have been waiting for.

Perfectly Pretty Patchwork
Sew Magical
Join 15 of Moda's all-star designers as they explore
creative small quilt patterns that you'll love to stitch.
These mini-quilts are tailor-made for scraps. With
designs ranging from easy to intricate--plus many
make-in-a-day designs--these fun little quilts are
showcased in photos that will inspire you to display
your mini creations as artful accents to your decor.
This collection features patterns by your favorite
Moda designers: Pat Sloan, Carrie Nelson, Brigitte
Heitland, Camille Roskelley, Me and My Sister
Designs, Sherri McConnell, Sandy Gervais, Edyta
Sitar, Lynne Hagmeier, Vanessa Christenson, Anne
Sutton, Laurie Simpson, Jen Kingwell, Lisa Bongean,
and Betsy Chutchian. Many of the quilts are quick to
finish; all are fun to make Each mini project offers an
opportunity to try a different technique--traditional
piecing, applique, paper piecing, and even
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embroidery

The Splendid Sampler 2
Working without patterns, add 5 improvisational
quilting techniques to your toolbox. Focus on color
recipes and negative space to discover your style,
and then add dazzling texture with free-motion
quilting.

Artful Improv
Planning a sewing getaway? Heidi Staples of sewing
blog Fabric Mutt presents everything needed to have
a successful trip, including helpful packing and
organizing tips. Each section of this fun, colorful book
is organized with travel in mind, offering small,
medium, and large projects to be achieved while on
the perfect sewing retreat: --Daytrips: Small projects
include a Bookmobile Sleeve, Road Trip Pillow,
Snapshot Needlebook, Sewing Bee Pincushion, and
Coffee Shop Coasters --Weekend Retreats: Bigger
projects include a Patio Pillow, Beachcomber Pouch,
Kitchenette Set, Scout's Honor Pouch, and a Color
Book --Summer Vacations: Extended projects include
a Big Bear Cabin Quilt and Palm Springs Bag Get
ready to have a fabulous sewing retreat!

Simple Quilts from Me and My Sister
Designs
Color a Whimsical World with Needle & Thread! There
is no name more closely linked to ornate and fanciful
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fabric designs than Tula Pink. Sewists and quilters
have long delighted in using her fabric to create
whimsical sewn creations. Now hand embroiderers,
too, can join the fun and stitch her signature designs
with needle and tread! In Coloring with Thread, you'll
find 17 of Tula's animal and floral designs from her
best-selling fabric collections rendered and primed for
hand embroidery. Step-by-step stitch instructions for
over 20 embroidery stitches are included to help you
bring adorable bunnies, chipmunks, octopi, and
elephants to life right in your hands. Each motif
features a color guide and thread color suggestions
selected by Tula herself to insure a gorgeous finished
design. Plus, you'll find every motif on CD-rom, where
they are ready to size and print for your individual
project needs. Whether you follow her color guides or
make each design your own, you'll love coloring with
thread and stitching the whimsical world of Tula Pink!
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THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
FICTION
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